
As I have looked I have seenAs I have looked I have seen

As I have looked I have seen, 

Across the vast expanse of darkness and bones.

At the far edges all men gather as sheep.

Attempting an interpretation of this expanse from afar.

I have seen upon the bones the magicians as they gather,

The cult of personality and spinners of lies.

Men are amazed and ushered to and fro at the whim,

Of the magic and confidence of liars.  

They gloat and they are fat upon their image of power.

While fear of Truth and freedom give no rest to these.

As I have looked I have seen,

Across the vast expanse of darkness and bones.

Candles, small lights held by men of humble stature…

I have seen the persecution brought upon these “fools”.

I look with wonder in my heart, at these men who stand and do not flee.

And do not flee as they are slaughtered from the earth.

Their story it appears, will not be heard nor tolerated by men.

Upon their hearts lie scars and wound, 

While their eyes they pierce,  and are colored by peace.

Fear does not plague these men though sorrow marks their way…



There are if you will see, magicians for all time

And if you will look, there are beautiful heroes 

For every space in history we have both if you see.

I have left the edge— to find the Truth, 

To wade through the bones and blood of time.

I have found no peace at the edge, and only madness within myself.

As Nietzsche will I die at the prospect of a world empty of truth.  

I have looked where there is suffering and futility,

Suffering without triumph is worthless and to be distained.

For triumph in my goal and in spite of  my stature; I shall be Veritas in name.

My way is marked in failure and falseness;

In life my sorrows are many and self imposed.

As I breath there can be no other reason for life,

Than to know and exist in the Truth to its end.

For in the face of death all that is false will be revealed,

Alone and naked will every man be before what has no lie.

Seek with me the birth of nations, the truest among the hearts of men!

To scorn the magician, and walk through dirt and bone.

Life my friend has happened—over  and over again,

If you are fit for the struggle the Truth will be seen.


